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Abstract

This paper shows that, after a 2002 European regulation prohibited the use of dealer-exclusive territories, automobile franchise contracts in Italy introduced price ceilings and standards on verifiable marketing and service inputs, such as advertising and salespeople. The contracts also imposed quantity floors, a practice already in use before the regulatory change. The introduction of standards suggests that, consistent with a view of vertical restraints as coordination mechanisms, manufacturers used exclusive territories to induce desired dealer services and, once prohibited, switched to alternative contractual devices to achieve this goal. The introduction of price ceilings despite free intrabrand competition also suggests car manufacturers tried to prevent some dealers from “gaming” the quantity floors by selling to other dealers’ customers, while charging monopolistic prices at their own location.
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1. Introduction

Several works have studied vertical restraints as mechanisms to coordinate the price and service decisions of independent dealers.\(^1\) According to early models, restraints on intrabrand competition, such as exclusive territories and resale price maintenance, prevent dealers from freeriding on each other’s pre-sale services—attention to the customer, local advertising, quality certification, and the like—and, combined with quantity floors or non-linear pricing to avoid double marginalization, give dealers the incentives to efficiently choose price and service effort (Telser (1960, 1990), Marvel and McCafferty (1984), Mathewson and Winter (1984), Rey and Tirole (1986), Tirole (1988)).\(^2\) Klein and Murphy (1988) extended these theories, arguing that, even when restraints on competition are not effective, manufacturers can elicit dealer services via relational contracts, using the threat of termination and an appropriate mix of vertical restraints to sustain them.\(^3\) In particular, provisions such as exclusive territories and price floors create monopolistic quasi-rents dealers lose upon termination, while other provisions, such as verifiable constraints on inputs and dealer behavior, reduce their short-run temptation to renege (Klein and Murphy (1988), Klein (1995, 2000), Lafontaine and Raynaud (2002), Baker et al. (2008)).

Despite this rich theoretical literature, there is still limited evidence on how real-world vertical agreements deal with the freeriding problem (Ippolito (1991), Brickley (1999),

---

\(^1\) There is also an extensive literature on vertical restraints as mechanisms to strengthen the market power of manufacturers and dealers. While I do not discuss this literature here, the interested readers can find a detailed survey of both coordination and monopolization theories of vertical restraints in Rey and Vergé (2008).

\(^2\) Winter (1993) shows that restraints on intrabrand competition can improve the dealers’ choice of price and services even in the absence of inter-dealer freeriding.

\(^3\) See, also, Klein (1980) and Hadfield (1990). For an empirical assessment of the disciplinary role of termination in franchise distribution, see Brickley et al. (1991) and Brickley (2002).
Arruñada et al. (2001). Particularly, there is no evidence on how exogenous constraints, such as public regulations, affect the choice between different types of vertical restraints. This paper fills the gap, providing data on how Italian car dealership contracts responded to a 2002 European regulation, which prohibited the use of dealer-exclusive territories and other restrictions on intrabrand competition. To my knowledge, these data offer the first systematic account of how vertical restraints in an industry interact with the legal regime and with each other to coordinate dealer behavior.

For each of 19 car manufacturers, I compare the dealership contracts they used in Italy before and after the regulatory change. I find that contracts under the 2002 regulation replaced the mix of exclusive territories and quantity floors dominant in previous contracts with a mix of quantity floors, price ceilings and standards on dealers’ verifiable inputs, such as salespeople and advertising. Consistent with a view of vertical restraints as coordination mechanisms, the introduction of standards suggests manufacturers used exclusive territories to prevent freeriding and induce desired dealer services and, once prohibited, switched to alternative contractual devices to achieve this goal. On the other hand, the use of price ceilings despite free intrabrand competition suggests that, after the regulatory change, manufacturers were concerned with the possibility that some dealers would “game” the quantity floors by selling extensively to other dealers’ customers, and, at the same time, act as monopolists in their own territories, supplying inefficiently low services and charging excessive prices. Price ceilings allow manufacturers to mitigate the effect of this vertical externality on retail prices and sales, and to increase, that way, network profits.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the incentive conflicts between car manufacturers and dealers, and how vertical restraints help correct them. Section 3 describes the data. Section 4 discusses the empirical results and how they relate to the economic theories of vertical restraints. Section 5 concludes.

2. Externalities and vertical restraints in car distribution

The relations between product manufacturers and their dealers are plagued with externalities. These arise when the consequences of a dealer’s price and service decisions are partially borne by other dealers in the distribution network, or by the manufacturer, and result, if uncorrected, in retail prices and levels of customer service different from the ones that maximize network profits. In the automobile industry, a major concern of car manufacturers is that dealers advertise the brand locally, and spend effort in persuading customers to purchase—for instance, by displaying automobiles in clean and well-designed showrooms, providing technical information to prospective buyers, and offering free trials. Since most of these services are received by consumers prior to purchase, their positive impact on sales is shared between closely located dealers of the same manufacturer, who have an incentive to freeride on each other’s services and compete in price. Consequently, each dealer has scarce incentives to incur the cost of providing the services, which are supplied at an inefficiently low level.

As argued by Telser (1960, 1990) and, more formally, by Mathewson and Winter (1984), this freeriding problem can be corrected by restraints on the dealers’ ability to compete in price, such as resale price maintenance and exclusive territories, which force
dealers to focus on their own pools of customers, allowing them to internalize the effect of pre-sale services on local output. Also, restraints on competition assure a supra-competitive margin to dealers, which manufacturers can threaten to expropriate by terminating the contract, thus inducing dealers to supply the desired services (Klein and Murphy (1988)). While the use of resale price maintenance is limited by antitrust law, it is common, in automobile distribution, to assign dealers to exclusive territories, and to protect them from encroachment by other dealers and, sometimes, by the manufacturer (Smith (1982)). The drawback of exclusive territories is that, by limiting intrabrand competition, they enable dealers to set monopolistic prices and services. Since the dealers’ marginal return on sales, given by the retail price minus the wholesale price charged by the manufacturer, is smaller than the vertical chain’s marginal return, which is given by the retail price alone, this results in higher prices and lower levels of service than optimal. Manufacturers can correct the distortion in price resulting from this vertical externality, also known as double marginalization (Spengler (1950)), by imposing a price ceiling on the dealers. Also, they can correct both the distortion in price and the one in customer services by imposing a quantity floor, or by using non-linear pricing schemes, according to which dealers buy cars at the marginal production cost, thus appropriating the vertical chain’s sales margin, and, in exchange, pay an ex ante fee to the manufacturer (Mathewson and Winter (1983)). In practice, non-linear pricing is rarely observed in automobile distribution; conversely, quantity floors, both in the form of minimum purchase requirements and of sales targets, are widely used.4

4 Economists have emphasized several reasons for why non-linear pricing may not be observed in dealership contracts, such as dealer risk-aversion (Rey and Tirole (1986); the need to provide manufacturers with
To induce dealer services, manufacturers can also impose direct constraints on local inputs, such as minimum size and qualification requirements for dealer salespeople, guidelines on advertising, showroom cleanliness and design, and the like. The efficacy of these restraints—known in the industry as service standards—is limited by the cost of monitoring their compliance through inspections, and by the fact that dealers retain control on more subtle aspects of service effort, such as courtesy, professionality and persuasiveness. For these reasons, it may be preferable for manufacturers to align the dealers’ incentives through a mix of restraints on intrabrand competition and quantity, and to set only those standards that are essential to define and protect the brand, such as the ones on showroom design and trademarks, leaving dealers free to choose the aspects of service that are more sensitive to their “soft” information about customers (Meese (2004)). However, when aligning the dealers’ incentives is difficult—for instance, because restraints on competition are easy to circumvent (Klein and Murphy (1988)) or prohibited by the law—detailed standards dictated by the manufacturer can provide a second best solution to coordinate dealer services.

3. Data

In 1995, the European Commission passed a regulation of car distribution making price floors and quantity ceilings illegal, on the grounds that these provisions, by restricting intrabrand competition, obstructed the free circulation of cars throughout the EU. This still left some scope for manufacturers to limit intrabrand competition by assigning dealers to incentives for brand-maintenance and monitoring effort (Lafontaine (1992), Mathewson and Winter (1994)); and the risk that, once dealers pay a franchise fee, courts may be more inclined to overturn disciplinary dealer terminations as expropriatory and contrary to good faith (Klein (1980, 1995)).
exclusive territories. In 2002, however, the European Commission passed a stricter regulation, which eliminated the so called “location clauses”, that is, contractual provisions preventing authorized dealers from selling, advertising and opening new outlets out of their territory. To reinforce this measure, the 2002 regulation also prohibited territorial sales targets, that is, provisions requiring dealers to sell a minimum amount of cars within a specific territory. In the rest of the paper, I study how automobile franchise contracts in Italy have adapted to this regulatory change. This allows to assess whether the use of vertical restraints in automobile franchise contracts reflects the manufacturers’ need to prevent inter-dealer freeriding on pre-sale services, as emphasized by the economic theories discussed in section 2.

For each of 19 car manufacturers, I examine two contracts, the first one in force between 1995 and 2002, and disciplined by the expired EC Regulation 1475/1995, and the second one in force since 2002, and disciplined by the current EC Regulation 1400/2002. This results in a sample of 38 contracts. As required by the “no discrimination” covenant of European antitrust law, each manufacturer’s contract applies to all the dealers selling his cars in Italy. This implies that, for instance, the same vertical restraints apply to all Italian Ford dealers. To complement the information provided by contracts, I have also conducted in-depth interviews with several top managers of car manufacturers and dealers, as well as

---

5 Under the 2002 regulation, manufacturers can still require dealers to achieve sales targets. However, they are obliged to take the whole European Union, rather than the dealers’ narrow territories, as the reference market to verify fulfillment of the target.

6 The contracts in this study represent the following manufacturers: Ford, Opel-General Motors, Toyota, Mitsubishi, Mazda, Mercedes, BMW, Volkswagen, Audi, Peugeot, Citroen, Renault, Volvo, Jaguar, Land Rover, Seat, Fiat, Alfa Romeo and Lancia. Although some manufacturers are owned by the same group, they typically use different dealership contracts. For instance, the Jaguar and Land Rover contracts are different from the Ford one, even though Jaguar and Land Rover belonged to the Ford group when the contracts were collected.
with a lawyer, who has represented numerous manufacturers and dealers in court and has assisted them in preparing dealership contracts. Overall, manufacturers in this survey realized, in 2004, 85% of new car sales in Italy (83% in the whole European Union), making my sample of contracts largely representative of the industry. Some managers even suggested that, due to the existence of a common regulator, manufacturers use the same dealership contract all over the European Union, merely translating it in each country’s language. Since I could not confirm this information for all 19 manufacturers, I will conservatively refer to Italy when analyzing the data. However, it is useful to keep in mind that the results in this paper hold the promise to extend to the entire European automobile industry.

4. Results

Table 1 lists the vertical restraints in Italian dealership contracts before and after the legal prohibition of exclusive territories. Based on the theories of discussed in section 2, we would expect that, before this regulatory change, car manufacturers assign dealers to exclusive territories, in order to prevent them from freeriding on each other’s pre-sale services. We would also expect manufacturers to impose quantity floors, in order to avoid that, once protected from intrabrand competition, dealers set monopolistic prices and services. On the other hand, we would expect that, after the 2002 regulation prohibited exclusive territories, manufacturers increasingly resort to direct constraints on the dealers’

---

7 The managers who participated in the interviews represent the Italian networks of Peugeot, Citroen, Renault, Volkswagen, Audi, Skoda, Jaguar, Porsche, Nissan, Honda, Fiat, Alfa Romeo, Lancia and Volvo.
8 The source of this data is the GMAP European Car Distribution Handbook, 2005 edition.
inputs, such as salespeople and advertising, to limit the extent of freeriding and elicit a minimum level of customer service.

4.2. The use of service standards

Consistent with these theoretical predictions, all contracts under the 1995 regulation contained an exclusive territory provision and imposed a quantity floor (Table 1). After the European Commission made exclusive territories illegal, car manufacturers switched to various types of verifiable standards to elicit dealer provision of services. In particular, the proportion of clauses requiring dealers to contribute an advertising fee to a manufacturer-controlled fund is substantially greater in contracts under the 2002 regulation, suggesting manufacturers have responded to the dealers’ diminished incentives to advertise by performing more advertising directly and charging dealers accordingly. Also, the proportions of clauses requiring dealers to have a minimum operating capital, to achieve customer satisfaction targets, to hire salespeople with prescribed qualifications, and to implement customer satisfaction programs are significantly greater in contracts under the 2002 regulation.

The need to prevent inter-dealer freeriding also explains why, in apparent contrast with the previous results, clauses requiring dealers to set a minimum advertising budget, to use advertising materials of prescribed quality, and to employ a minimum number of salespeople slightly diminished after the regulatory change. The reason becomes clear if
one recalls that the 2002 regulation, by increasing the dealers’ ability to compete, raised, on one hand, their incentives to advertise and sell in other dealers’ territories, and, on the other hand, reduced their incentives to provide qualified salespeople and advertising in their own territory. As a result, dealers are tempted to “game” ambiguous constraints on advertising and salespeople. For instance, they may spend the prescribed advertising budget to capture other dealers’ customers instead of promoting the manufacturer’s brand in their territory; they may exploit ambiguities in the manufacturer’s directives on advertising quality to minimize effort; and they may choose poorly qualified salespeople or family members to reduce recruitment and training costs. Not surprisingly, then, manufacturers are now more keen to collect fees from the dealers and use them to advertise directly, and to require that salespeople obtain verifiable qualifications before being put on the dealers’ payrolls.

4.3. The use of quantity floors and price ceilings

As shown in Table 1, all contracts under the 2002 regulation—as the ones under the 1995 regulation—imposed a quantity floor on car dealers. Moreover, contracts after the regulatory change increasingly imposed price ceilings. The introduction of price ceilings after the law liberalized intrabrand competition is somewhat puzzling, since we would expect competition to reduce, rather than increase retail prices. As an explanation, I suggest that, due to asymmetries between dealers in terms of local reputation and financial resources and, possibly, to the existence of implicit agreements to limit intra-brand
competition, some dealers may enjoy monopoly power even after the 2002 regulation prohibited exclusive territories. Due to a vertical externality, these dealer-monopolists would have an incentive to overprice and supply too little services, relative to the level that maximizes chain profits. While, absent intra-brand competition, quantity floors would be sufficient to correct this vertical externality, under free intrabrand competition, a dealer with local market power could “game” the quantity floor by selling to other dealers’ customers—a practice known in the industry as “invasion”—and, at the same time, keep earning monopoly profits at her location. Imposing a price ceiling would force the dealer-monopolist to decrease retail prices and increase sales in her territory, thus limiting the extent of “gaming” allowed by the liberalization of intrabrand competition.

4.4. Network consolidation

Between 1995 and 2002, most Italian dealership networks have been reorganized around fewer and larger dealers, in response to an increase in interbrand competition caused by the entry of new brands (Tata) and the strengthening of old ones (Toyota, Nissan). As a result, the average network size has diminished by 18%, passing from 188 to 154 dealers. It could then be argued that contracts written after 2002 have introduced price ceilings and service standards to prevent vertical externalities in smaller, less competitive networks, rather than to respond to the regulatory change. However, unreported regressions, available upon request, indicate that, even controlling for network size, the regulatory change had the

---

9 For a formal analysis of this argument, see Zanarone (2007).
10 This data has been provided by FEDERAICPA, the Italian federal association of car dealers.
same effect on the mix of vertical restraints as shown in Table 1, whereas network size had no significant effect.

4.5. Regulatory change and firm performance

The legal prohibition of exclusive territories may affect the economic performance of car manufacturers and dealers, in addition to the design of franchise contracts. In particular, if exclusive territories were used to induce desired dealer services, and their prohibition forced manufacturers to switch to second-best contractual restraints, one may expect car sales to decline after the regulatory change (Ippolito and Overstreet (1996)), especially for brands whose value is most affected by dealer services. Also, one may expect that the manufacturers’ operating costs increase, and their profits decrease, as they adopted more costly contractual devices—such as directly monitored service standards—in response to the regulatory change.\footnote{See Lafontaine and Slade (2008) for a recent review of empirical works that have studied the economic effects of vertical restraints on sales, profits, and other economic variables.}

Unfortunately, the available data seem insufficient to assess the effect of the regulatory change on sales and profits empirically. A major limitation in this sense is imposed by the transitional clause in the 2002 European regulation, which gave manufacturers time until October 2005 to effect the prohibition of exclusive territories. This rule was reflected in the contracts written after the regulatory change, all of which specified that dealers will be free to open new outlets and advertise out of their territory only after October 31, 2005. Assuming an adjustment period of one year, this means that the only data that could be
used to estimate the effect of the regulatory change on manufacturer sales are from 2007—admittedly, a small source of variation to control for all possibly correlated determinants of sales.

In fact, there are reasons to expect the adjustment period to be longer than a year, which would require even larger time series of data to estimate the regulation’s effect on car sales. The reason is that manufacturers maintain long-term relationships with dealers, which may enable them, at least for some time, to circumvent the regulation and enforce exclusive territories via informal agreements. This conjecture finds anecdotal support in the interviews I had with managers of manufacturers and Italian dealers. The managers reported that, as of January-February 2007 (months in which the interviews were conducted), almost no dealer had taken advantage of the regulatory change to open outlets and sales points out of her territory, and that they did not expect this to occur in the near future because, to use the colourful expression of one of them, most dealers “cannot afford to declare war to manufacturers”.

On the other hand, dealership contracts were adapted to the new legal framework immediately after the 2002 regulation was passed, and are not expected to be modified until the next major regulatory change. Therefore, the new provisions in these contracts, which were analyzed in the previous sections, are likely to reflect all relevant changes in dealer behavior expected by manufacturers in the course of the contractual relationship, even if such changes, and their impact on services and sales, are not expected in the short run.
5. Conclusion

This paper has shown that, after a 2002 European regulation prohibited the use of
dealer-exclusive territories, automobile franchise contracts in Italy introduced price ceilings
and standards on verifiable marketing and service inputs, such as advertising and
salespeople. In addition, contracts continued to impose quantity floors on the dealers, as
they did before the regulatory change. The introduction of standards suggests
manufacturers used exclusive territories to induce desired dealer services and, once
prohibited, had to switch to alternative contractual devices to achieve this goal. The use of
price ceilings despite free intrabrand competition also suggests that, after the regulatory
change, manufacturers were concerned with some dealers being able to “game” the quantity
floor by selling in other dealers’ territories, while acting as monopolists in their own ones.
Price ceilings prevent these dealers from setting monopolistic prices, thus reducing the
extent of “gaming”. Taken together, these results are consistent with the view, shared by a
broad range of economic theories, that vertical restraints are used to control horizontal and
vertical externalities, and to coordinate the price and service decisions of independent
dealers.
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Table 1. Vertical restraints before and after the 2002 regulation prohibited exclusive territories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clause assigning to manufacturer right to impose</th>
<th>Proportion in contracts under 1995 regulation</th>
<th>Proportion in contracts under 2002 regulation</th>
<th>Difference in proportions (2002-1995)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exclusive territory</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantity floor</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price ceiling</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.52***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising contribution</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.36***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising quality</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising budget</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of personnel</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualification of personnel</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandatory training</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating capital</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.26*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer satisfaction programs</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer satisfaction targets</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General duty to respect standards</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.52***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of contracts</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *** Significant at 1% level. ** Significant at 5% level. * Significant at 10% level.